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Compensation Proposal for
“Broken Time,” Starting
Blocks Disapproved.

By International Federation
Events.

10 miles
400 meters
500 meters
15 kilometers
By the Associated Press.
,25
kilometers
May 21.—Strong pressure
30
kilometers
in favor of the continuance of
One
hour
women's Olympic track and fledl
Broad jump
events in 1932 games at Los An- Pole vault
geles was brought to bear today by the Discus throw
International Amateur Athletic FederaJavelin throw
tion in session here.
110-meter hurdles
Unless the women are allowed to comOne-mile relay
400-meter relay.
pete, the world’s male athletes as rep-

BERLIN,

Holder.
Tolan, U. S.
Ellis, England
Nurmi, Finland
Spencer, U. S.

Record.
9 5-10 sec.
2:11 2-10
50:15
47 sec.

Tavemari,
Nurmi

1:03

46:49 6-10
1:23:45 8-10
1:43:07 8-10
19,210 meters
26 ft. Vs in.
14 ft. lVz in.
163 ft. 8 3 4 in.
232 ft. 11% in.
14 4-10 sec.
3:13 4-10
40 8-10

1
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Italy

1:03 6-10
47:18 6-10
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Three Main Points
In MitcheU’s Play

•

,

-•

Evanston,

14 6-10

day for the final big push for the
over the
Big Ten golf championship
Westmoreland Country Club course.
With toe day’s stretch extending over
holes on a course laden everywhere

sec.

3:16 4-10
41 sec.

Hugh T. Nicolsdh,
who as Dorothy
White, won the title twice, and won it
again last year shortly after her marrlage to Nlcolson, may not be able to
play in the event for the title she has
won for the last three years. She has
confided to close friends that her business duties demand more of her time
this year than in past years, and has
said that it is doubtful if she will be
able to play in the women’s District
event. She did not play in The Evening Star Cup tourney last week at
Indian Spring because of pressing business duties, and has not competed in
the semi-monthly events staged by the
women’s District Golf Association.

woman golfers of the Chevy
Chase Club were playing today In
the second round of the annual competition for the French High Commisslon Cup. Survivors of the first round
included Mrs. Hume Wrong, who won
the qualifying round with a card of
86. Mrs. A. S. Merrill went to the
twenty-seventh hole yesterday to beat
Mrs. Harrison Brand, jr., after Mrs.
Merrill had been dormie 2 up at the
seventeenth.

EIGHT

p. mallonee

won the low

gross prize In the tourney of the
Washington Typothetae
yesterday at
Indian Spring with a card of 79. Winners of the net prizes were: Class A—
W. W. Rapley, 84 -8—76; class B
Richard Chamberlain, net, 80; class
C—W. M. Schafer, net, 77. The guest
prize was won by John C. Demarest of
New Haven, who played closest to the
cup on the seventeenth green.

VTEARLY all the leading golfers of
IN Washington and Baltimore are expected to play in the invitation
tournament of the Annapolis Roads Golf
Club, which will be played, under
present plans, on June 21 and 22. Club
officials are in favor of holding the
tourney only if a representative
entry
list turns out for the event. If the
list is not representative of the golfers
of this section, they are not in favor
of staging the tourney. But they hope
they will secure a representative
turnout. The course is in first-class condition. Mrs. J. Marvin Haynes and Mrs.
John N. Hodges, star woman golfers of
Washington,
played
the Annapolis
Roads layout yesterday for the first
expressed
time and
themselves as delighted with the quality ol golf it demands.
Mrs. Haynes said she thought
the game of any golfer would b* improved by playing toe course frequently.
•

i
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INTERNATIONAL NET
FINALS ARE LIKELY With

j

By the Associated Press.
1:25:20 i
hi.. May 21.—a
1:46:113*5
closely bunched field, paced by
19,021 meters
Ted Wilson, an Ohio State
25 ft. 10% in.
senior, who has been rapping
14 ft.
158 ft. 1% in. at toe door of golf fame for several
229 ft. 3% in. years, whipped out woods nd irons to-

Nurmi •
Cator, Haiti
Barnes, U. S.
Krenz, U. S.
Lundquist, Sweden
Wennstrom, Sweden
United States
German National

George

Determined to Set a World
Mark in Big Ten Meet
Without Them.

"

*

Golfers who shoot the par 72 Wood

|

STRAIGHT OFF THE TEE

YOU

Ohio State Player With 151
Starts Final 36 Holes With
Stroke Ahead.

KANSAS CITY, Mo., May 21 (/P).—

Old Record.
9 6-10
2:12 2-10
50:40 6-10
47 4-10

Harper, England
Sipila, Finland

resented in the I. A. A. F. will adopt a
policy of non-co-operation in regard to
the Olympics, it was indicated.
A resolution proposed by Gustavus T.
Kirby of New York was adopted by the
federation at its closing session today
may play ’em right, but they
which provides that the I. A. A. F. shall
don’t always go right. Someremain in Berlin in recess ready to be
times it is your fault if they
called together should the Olympic
don’t go right, and sometimes
Congress, convening next week, decide
not, as Sam Converse learned at Banto eliminate the women’s track and
nockburn, when he played what apfield events.
peared a perfect shot to put a golf
Strongly Against Compensation.
But
game on ice at the seventeenth.
The International Amateur Athletic
just at, the spot where his ball disapFederation
has taken a firm stand peared the greens committee nad left
against compensating athletes for lost
a drain pipe and Sam’s ball, instead of
wages during Olympic games.
rolling down the slope onto the putting
A Swiss-Dutch proposal that “broken green, dropped Into the drain pipe and
time” be granted working athletes failed ran
into the guardout under the green
overwhelmingly of adoption, 18 to 4, ing ditch.
Instead of winning the hole
at the meeting yesterday.
3,
Sam’s
side
lost the hole
par
with a
Supporting the proposal, along with to a buzzard 4, and lost a side bet.
Switserland and Holland, were only
with
Jesse K.
playing
Converse was
Finland and Sweden.
McKeever, Cass Leigh and Martin McTo counteract the plea for broken Inemey, and they had made a small
time, Great Britain’s delegates were extra bet on the seventeenth.
Now that
empowered to . propose that the rules
is a tricky hole. The long
be made even more strict along that seventeenth
pin#taking
the
play
straight
for
line than they are now. Britain was hitters
the chance of a hook which will place
prepared to suggest that “no competitheir ball in the ditch at the left, while
tor who received any payment or comthe shorter hitters play up the hill and
pensation for lost salary, directly, or hope
the ball will roll down onto the
indirectly or in any guise whatsoever, green.
shall be permitted to participate in fuConverse played the latter type of
ture Olympics.”
shot. He struck his ball onto the spot
When the Swiss-Dutch proposal was
golf balls
all well regulated
defeated, however, the British delegates where
should roll down onto the green, but
agreed to withdraw their proposal and
spot
he
to
the
where he
when
came
let well enough alone.
saw the ball stop it was not there. A
fact
tHht
a drain
search revealed the
Will Study Starting Blocks.
pipe comes to the surface of the fairBy a majority just about as overpoint,
and further
way just at that
whelming America’s plea for recognihis ball in the ditch at
tion of the use of starting blocks in search located
green, 25 yards from
sprint races was turned down, but the left of the stop.
He figured that
Joseph B. McCabe of Boston, member where he saw it
it ran through the drain pipe under
of the American delegation, succeeded
Anyhow it
In having the matter referred for fur- the green into theandditch.
the side bet and
cost him the hole
ther study. .
Thomas J.
Also referred for additional investi- now he is looking for Dr.
greens
gation was a German proposal that W. Brown, chairman of the
vocabulary.
oiled
committee,
with
a
well
performances
shall not be recogrecord
is
Usually
upper
pipe
the
end of that
nised if they have been made with a
covered with a wire mesh screen, but
favoring wind of more than two meters
per second. The delegates voted against for some reason it was not there when
rolled in.
the addition to the Olympic program of Converse’s ball the
Henry-Williams Cup
Pairings for
a 6,000-meter relay race and a lfl-kiloat the Bannockburn Club are to be
weight throw.
made Saturday afternoon. .The tourney
is to start on Sunday and will continue
through the latter part of May and well
into June.
her team chosen for the team
,
match with Baltimore on May 27,
Mrs. J. Marvin Haynes, chairman of
the inter-city team contest committee
Br the Associated Frees.
of the Women’s District Golf AssociaMay 21.—The tion has received a challenge from the
AUTEUIL, France,
women of the Country Club of Virginia
French hard-court tennis championthe golfers
ships, now in progress
here, may be to play a team match with
The
climaxed by international
battles in of the Virginia State capital. month.
match will be arranged for next
both the men’s and women’s singles.
championship,
District
The women’s
In the men’s singles Henri Cochet of
Golf
France and Big Bill Tildeh have been to be played at the Washington
the week of June 8
seeded at the top of the upper and low- and Country Club
notable
absentees—both
may
find
two
er halves of the draw, respectively, and,
Mrs.
reigning champions.
If play follows form, will meet in the. of them Hodges,
women’s champion of
John N.
finals. Cochet’s path to the finals apAssociation
parently will be an easier one than Til- the Middle Atlantic Golf
will be at West Point with her husband
den’s, for the Frenchman’s most dantoe week of the women’s title
gerous rival apparently is the Italian during
event, attending a class reunion. Mrs.
ace. Baron H. L. de Morpurgo.
Tilden, on the other hand, must dispose of the “Bounding Basque,” Jean
Borotra, before he reaches the final
round. In the event of a meeting be-4 tween Tilden and Borotra, the American will be favored, or Borotra’s victories over Tilden in the past have been
scored on the boards, indoors. The tail
BT SOL METZGER.
Philadelphian has held the upper hand
The main point to keep in mind
outdoors consistently.
about Mitchell’s play of the run-up
Although predictions have been made
golf shot are that he uses a mashle,
that the women’s finals will find Mrs.
follows through low and keeps the
Helen Wills Moody and. Senorita Elia
clubbead shut throughout the swing.
de Alvarez of Spain on opposite sides
Abe plays this shot with the left
of the net, there is a chance that Helen
arm doing all the work and with
Jacobs of Berkeley, Calif., may prove
precious little wrist action to aid
Spanish
formidable
hurdle
for
the
too
a
him. His big Idea is to throw the
girl to clear.
ball for the apot ahead that he has
Miss Jacobs was the only American
selected for it to strike at the end
In the
to get into action yesterday.
of the toss.
women’s doubles she and her Belgian
No one can reduce his score more
partner, Irene Sicart, defeated Veronlque
rapidly
than by practicing the short
and Josephine Gallay of France, 6—3,
parther
Moody
and
3—6, 6—o. Mrs.
ner, Elizabeth Ryan, reached the third
ABL
round in doubles when their secondKHT4 BALL
comparatively
MASHIE.
opponents,
two
round
WHH *HUT
unknown French girls, defaulted.
FACE.
Today, in mixed doubles, Tilden and
\
Cecilie Aussem of Germany meet Tamio
N
Japan
and Mile. Claude Anet.
’ Abe of
Miss Jacobs and Wilbur F. Coen of
against
City were matched
Kansas
Mme. Wolfson and Edmond Blanc of
Both mgtebes are in the secFrance.
FOLLOW TMROOGH A V
ond round.

SIMPSON CUTS OUT
STARTING DEVICES

!

BERLIN, May 21 (£").—Tabulated, here are the new world
track and field records, approved by the International Amateur
Athletic Federation, and the old records they replace:
100 yards
1,000 yards

WILSON IN FRONT 1105
IN BIG TEN GOLF

**

BIG LEAGUE LEADERS.

36
with yawning traps, trees and treachfignt
erous greens, the championship among
looked to be anybody’s battle
seven
unishotmakers
from
at least 13
versities whose scores for the first
Wil36-hole grind were spread between
son's 151 and a pair of 158 s carded
by Alpert of Illinois and Talbot of
Indiana.
happen over 36
Many things can
holes to the best of professional golfers,
the Big Ten
seeking
the
field
whereas
of
crown consisted for the most part
upward
years
mashle wielders from 18
25.
to
however,
The team championship,
appeared safely headed toward the University of lUnois. The mini team, consisting of Martin, Lyons, Alpert and
Crowe, tallied a 623 total for 36 holes
yesterday and gained a 12-stroke lead
rival, Michigan.
over their nearest
Crowe led his mates with cards of
76—78 —154, which also placed him
in a five-way deadlock for third place
in the individual championship chase.
One stroke behind Wilson as today’s
drive opened was Jarvis Hicks, Michigan sophomore and brother of Helen
Hicks of international golfing fame.
Hicks, a stocky youth, bearing much
to his famous sister, led
resemblance
the field at the end of the first 18-hole
round yesterday with a 75, but his
putter refused to function in the afternoon and he took 77 and finished
with a 152 total.
Wilson, who placed fourth In the
1929 national Intercollegiate golf championship, also was troubled by poor
putting on the soaked Westmoreland
greens which boosted his score.
Like
Hicks, however, he often landed on the
carpet in two well placed shots only to
take fives by miscalculating toe undulating greens.
No one scored 153 for the first 36
hole fight, but five came in toe 154'a
to tie for third. In addition to Crowe,
they were Lenfesty, Michigan, 76—78;
Walker, Minnesota,
76 —78; Keller,
Ohio State, 77—77, and Catterton, Indiana, 80—74.
Catterton’s 74 was thq. best round
of the day on the par 71 course, and
it lifted him back into the running
after his almost disastrous 80 in the

NEW YORK, May 21.—Selection of
the team of five players who will represent the United States in the forthcoming international team chess tour.nament at Hamburg, Germany, during
July, was made yesterday at a meeting
at the rooms of the Marshall Chess
Club, at which Alrick H. Man, president
of the club and vice president of the
National Chess Federation, presided.
Frank J. Marshall, United States
champion, was appointed captain and
Harold M. Phillips, president of the
Intercollegiate Chess League, manager.
The others selected were I. Kashdan,
champion
of the Manhattan
Chess
Club; J. Allan Anderson, champion of
St. Louis, and Herman Steiner, New
York State champion.

DAVIDSON HURLS WELL.

pitcher,
Davidson,
Calvary Drakes
limited Vermont Avenue Christian to
four safeties while he and his mates
were hitting timely and taking advantage of ragged alien fielding to ring
up an 8-0 triumph in the Georgetown
Church League.

TENNIS COURTS CLOSED.
Henry Park tennis courts have been
closed to permit repairs. All 10 courts
will be reclayed. They are expected to
be reopened in three weeks.

,}

vacated
Lester
Martin,
Fowler,
consin,
Talbot,

ranged

who still were regarded as
title,
contenders
for toe
the graduation of
Bolstad
of Minnesota,
were
Illinois, 155; Lyon. Illinois, 156;
Minnesota, 157; Stewart, Wis157; Alpert, Illinois, 158, and
Indiana.
158.
The others
from 160 and upward, and
two games of Bobby Jones golf

needed
to win.
In team standing,- next to Illinois
and Michigan, toe quartets ranked as
638;
Wisconsin,
follows: Minnesota,
645: Indiana, 647: Northwestern, 650;
Ohio State, 654; Purdue, 654; Chicago,
669, and lowa, 713.

§Sport Goods Reducedll

|
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Golf

Tennis

*""
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Radiators (or aU aiakoo
repaired.
WITTSTATT’S RADIATOR, FENDER
AND BODY WORKS
313 18th Bt. N.W.
1600 14th at., » Doors

|

|

Metropolitan

from

«41t.
8 at. N.W.

IN COLLEGIATE MEET

WISCONSIN IS NEAR
TITLE IN BASE BALL
By

the Associated Press.
CHICAGO, May 21.—Wisconsin
today was just one victory away from the
Big Ten base ball championship, its
first since Jack Savage and Wallie Grell
pitched the Badgers to a title in 1912.
Minnesota yesterday sought to halt
the Badgers, but was defeated, 13 to 9,
at Minneapolis.
Wisconsin scored
1C
runs in the fourth inning, but saw Minnesota drive Maurie Farber from the
box in making a bid for victory. Jake
Somerfleld, Wisconsin sophomore, stopped the Minnesota batsmen after Farber weakened.
Illinois won its seventh game in nine
starts, trouncing Northwestern, 14 to 4,
at Evanston. Indiana evened its season
score with Purdue, taking the second
meeting. 5 to 0.
Wisconsin will seek toe needed victory Saturday when Michigan plays at
Madison. Today’s schedule had Illinois
at Chicago and Michigan at Purdue.

NEW YORK, May 21 (C.P.A.).—Some
of the fastest sprinting of the outdoor
season will be in order at the I. C. A.
A. A. A. championships to be held at
Cambridge on May 30 and 31.Eddie Tolan, world record holder at
100 yards and national 100 and 220 yard
dash title holder from the University of
Michigan;
Frank Wykoff. Southern
California sophomore of pre-Olympic
fame; James Daley of Holy Cross, intercollegiate
70-yard champion; Milton
Maurer, crack speedster and team mate
of Wykoff; John O. Harwood of Syracuse,
George Stevens
of Dartmouth.
Abner Kurtin of Columbia and Hector
Dyer of Stanford, not to mention half a
dozen others, will be on hand to make
their bids for collegiate laurels and acquire. if possible, the coveted intercollegiate crown.
Tolan, one of the greatest
Negro
spr nters ever to don a track shoe,
has run the "century” in faster time
than Simpson—that is, without the
mechanical aid of a starting device.
The "Wolverine Express” sped over the
a
100-yard course in 9 5-10 seconds
year ago, which time is a shade faster
than the accepted marks of the present
day.
Simpson’s
9 2-5 was made with
starting blocks and consequently should
not be given considertion.
Tolan’s marks has been accepted officially, but there is no certainty that
the flying Negro’s stanc.ard will remain
Frank Wykoff. running in
for long.
California a few days ago, glided -over
the cinders in 9 2-5 seconds.
No mechanical device aided him in his efforts.
The historic cinder path of Soldier: ’
by
Field should be properly scorched
the speeding feet of these two and a
faster 100-yard dash turned than at
any previous intercollegiate.
-

Double Header

BASE BALLS
AMERICAN LEAGUE PARK

Washington

Boston

ys.

TICKETS ON SALE AT PARK
AT 9:00 A.M.

1* is a horrid word,
but it’s worse if on the
end of your cigar
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FREEZEPROOF
Damated Radiators

LEADING SPRINTERS

BY GEORGE TREVOR.
NEW YORK. May 21 (C.P.A.).—
Back at familiar Sunningdale, a
course he would like to “wrap up
and take home,” Bobby Jones came
from behind to win the golf illustrated gold vase, with the recordbreaking aggregate of 143. Bob would
have lopped at least three strokes off
that total but for a slovenly 40 on
toe incoming nine of the first round.
The rapid-gaited Atlantan is a
poor waiter. Like George Duncan.
Jones bums up inwardly when forced
to wait between shots. Traffic congestion on the homeward nine during the opening round at Sunningdale so Irked Jones that he seemed
to lose interest and lapsed into careless ways.
Concentration
is the essence of
golf.
championship
yonr
When
mind wanders aflfcld the ball is apt
Always impetuous,
to follow suit.
champing on the bit, Bobby cannot
adjust himself to delays.
He fumed
and fretted on the last three tees at
Sunningdale, while Inept marshals
struggled
lmpotently to clear the
fairways.
A Grover Whalen would
have helped.

Press.

CHICAGO, May 21.—George Simpson, the -Ohio flyer, threw away his
wooden starting blocks today determined
to set a new world record for the 100yard dash in the Western Conferenece
track and field championships at Northwestern University Friday and Saturday.
Simpson's action followed news that
the International Amateur Federation,
in its meeting at Berlin, had refused to
approve his record of :09.4, made with
the use of blocks in the national collegiate meet last year, and at the same
time had recognized the :09.5 of Eddie
Negro
Tolan, Michigan’s bespectacled
flash, accomplished in the Western Conference meet a year ago.
Since Tolan became eligible for intercollegiate competition last year a great
rivalry between
the Wolverine and
Simpson has existed.
The edge in victories is with Simpson by a wide margin,
but in Tolan’s only victory over the Ohio
State sprinter he obtained the coveted
world mark. By the ruling yesterday
Tolan has become the only sprinter In
many years to hold the century record
all by himself.
Both started slowly this season and
each was defeated in indoor meets. Previous records mean nothing when the
stocky short-legged Tolan, and the wiry
rangy Simpson get together.
Coach
Steve Farrell of Michigan has a faculty
of having his sprinters “right” when he
wants them that way, and Tolan will be
primed Friday and Saturday.
Their methods are similar, both are
good of the mark, but there are faster
starters than either. Both pick up speed
quickly and each has a terrific finishing
“kick.”
The coming meeting of the great pair
was not enough before the ruling of the
International Federation.
Now each
has added incentive—Tolan to retain
his laurels, and Simpson to win them
away.

through

CREEL BROTHERS

«
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Jones Score Is Hurt
By a Delay on Course

)

By the Associated

*

morning.
Others,
potential

Associated Press,
(Including games of May 20.)
Distributor»
American.
Batting—Rice, Senators. .388.
Stromberg Carburetors
Runs—Hodapp, Indians, 30.
Hits—Oliver, Red Sox, 46.
Doubles—Cronin,
Senators;
Kress,
Browns, 12.
’ 1811 14th St. N.W.
Decatur 4X28
Triples—West, Senators, 6.
Home runs—Gehrig, Yankees; Foxx,
Athletics, 7.
Runs batted in—Foxx, Athletics, •-80.
Stolen bases—Rice, Senators, 6.
National.
Batting—Herman, Robins, .435.
Runs—Terry,
Giants;
Frederick,
Robins, 32.
$5.60
$3.25 to 318.75
steel £
Hits—Frederick, Robins, 55.
shaft, rustless |
rackets reDoubles—Frisch,
Cardinals, 14.
head,
duced
Irons |
to—
|
- Triples, Cuyler, Cubs. 6.
h°°d
T, S?’ s * *l2’M
Home runs—Wilson, Cubs, 12.
Runs batted in—Klein. Phillies, 34.
Stolen bases—Cuyler, Cubs, 7.
By the

Hill golf course here in 100 strokes
are better than the average, while
to register a 105 is to be the Joe
Blow, average citizen, the club com-,
mlttee on-standings and statistics
• has
found.
The committee collected cards of
more than 3,500 18-hole rounds with
scores ranging from sub-par 69 to
scandalous 153.
Eighteen per cent needed 69 to
89 strokes.
Thirty per cent took 90 to 99
strokes.
Thirty-four per cent registered
100 to 109.
And 18 per cent comprising the
hopeless and truthful stroked 110'
and upward.
The general average was computed at a not very snappy 105.

U. S. SELECTS CHESSMEN
TO PLAY AT HAMBURG

1

BODY FIRMLY BACK
OFFAIRSEXCAUSE

Strokes Is Average
On Par 72 Golf Course

Track, Field Marks Approved

in Olympics

"

*

*
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Single*—Morris <C .) defeated Carter, 6—3,
S—l,
Colison,
V—s: Claudel <C.> defeated
S—l; Olmsted
(A.) defeated
Oenua. 6—l,
(A.) defeated
Bradley,
—«.
6—4; Woods
2
«—4,
(A.)
Martin,
defeated
S—4. S—4: Fuchs
S—3; Washburn (A.) defeated Dordan, S —6,
S—l.
Doubles—Morris and Claudel (C.l defeated
Carter and Colison, 6—3. S—2; Olmsted and
Shlos* (A.) defeated
Genua and Martin.
6—3. S—3: Fuchs and Woods (A > defeated
Bradley and Dordan, «—I, 3—6, 6—3.

NET TOURNEY DRAWINGS
WILL BE MADE FRIDAY
*
Drawings for the City of Washington
tournament, which starts SunStreet Reservoir
courts, will be made Friday night at
Ladd,
4422 Lowell
the home of John

tennis

day on the Sixteenth

!

I

street, at 8 o’clock, and will be announced Saturday. Entries close tomorrow at 6 p.m. with Ladd.
It is expected that the entry list will
number many more than the 98 who
participated last year. All of last season’s champions have let it be known
they will defend their titles.

(

FIGHTS LAST NIGHT.
By the A»«ociated Pres*.

CLEVELAND—Sergt. Sammy Baker,
New York, outpointed Paul Pirrone,
Cleveland (10); Frankie Simms, Cleveland, knocked Leo Sandwlna, New York
(8); Benny Gershe,
Cleveland,
outpointed Merle Alte, Indianapolis (6).
Brown,
INDIANAPOLIS Willard
Indianapolis, outpointed Howard Jones,
Leimvilfe, Ky. (8): Willie Erne. Kansas City, outpointed Otto Atteraon, Terre
-

around the green,
pitches and run-up shots.
shots

Over 7,500 cigar factories are registered by the U. S. Qovemment. Over 7,400
cigars, producing 50 percent of the output Every hand*
of these
rolled cigar—made by American Cigar Co. or anyone else—is subject to the
possible danger of "spit-tipping.” Certified Crenw is absolutely free from
spiPtipping —No Cremo is made by hand.

wee

the

•

They re-

ward one with more saved strokes
than any others. Skill in their execution, only to be secured by practice, is the real cause of players who
lack length scoring so well.
‘Tm helpless when it comes to
long iron shots.”
How many times
have you said this?
Address Sol
Metzger, in care of this paper, and
ask for his free illustrated leaflet on
“Long Iron Shots.”
Be sure to instamped enclose a self-addressed,

Certified Cremo

is a really
wonderful smoke —mild mellow —nut-sweet! Every leaf
entering the dean,sunny Cremo
factories is scientifically treated
by methods recommended

velope.
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Imiller
TIRES

The only tire on the market that is guaranteed to
outrun
ALL competitive
tires of equal price—when
run under the same conditions.

Now Available on

EASY TIME

PAYMENTS

Gilbert Tire Co.
1230 20th St. N.W.
North 9077
E. Gilbert. Pro*.

He learned at first hand just how they
are developing the fine flavors and the
wonderful character of their many
famous high-quality brews.
All this intimate knowledge of master brewing is

represented in Valley Forge Special of today.
Try it—itwillbridge the gap

Pay as You Ride

Paul

—for the purpose of studying personally the
methods and processes used in the great modem*
breweries in Germany—for centuries the home of
fine brewing.

At grocer*,

of ten-odd yean for you.

deUcateuen*

IM
|HA

tyatleyTorgeSpeefat §§
CO.
VALLEY FORGE DISTRIBUTING
Phone

*

by the United States Department of Agriculture. And its
purity Is safeguarded
along
every step of the way by
amazing inventions that bind,
roll, wrap and tip the cigars!

624 L BT.. S. E.

Lincoln 5410

THE GOOD
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01930 American Cigar Co.
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American University has evened tennis scores with Catholic University for
the season.
After losing the first two matches the
Eagle netmen rallied to take the next
four singles encounters and two of the
three doubles yesterday to win over the
Cardinals. 6 to 3, on the Congressional
Country Club courts.
C. U. was the winner of an earlier
season match at Brookland, 6 to 2.
Summaries:

IrtPORTAfK

.

AMERICAN U. RACKETERS
EVEN SCORE WITH C. U.
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